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TABLE I
NUMBER OF EQUILIBRIUM POINTS N AS A

FUNCTION OF CONTROLLER GAIN k

k

<-0 .63
-0.63 to-0 .52
-0.52 to -0.21
-0.21 t0 0.15
0.15 to 2.55

z2.55

N

4
3
2
1
2
3

Thus, from Corollary 2

N-loo,loo

= v a r [ s o ( - loo), s l ( - 1oo), s 2 ( - 1oo), s 3 ( - 1oo), s 4 ( - 1oo)]

- v a r [ ~ ( 1 o o ) , s~(1oo), 52(1oo>, s~(~oo),s4(~~~)]. (21)

Equation (21) indicates how the number of equilibrium points varies as
a function of the controller gain k. These results are shown in Table I.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Elimination theory has been used to derive analytical expressions for
the number of solutions of systems of multivariable polynomial equations.
An important new result is that the number of real and distinct solutions
can be expressed analytically in terms of the polynomial coefficients.
Existence and uniqueness criteria for a solution are also presented. For
problems where one of the variables is constrained to a specified interval,
the number of solutions can be expressed in terms of Sturm's sequences of
the polynomial coefficients. The new results also suggest a noniterative
approach for solving systems of multivariable polynomial equations.

This paper has provided an extension of the available results for a
single polynomial equation to systems of multivariable polynomials. The
new results provide a powerful tool for analyzing broad classes of
multivariable control, stability, and identification problems.
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Invertibility of Linear Dynamical Systems Over
Commutative Rings

MAY K. RAINA AND T. KARUNAKARAN

Absrrmt —This correspondence is addressed to the question of invertibil-
ity of linear dynamical systems. Specifically, inversion over principat ideal
domains is discussed in view of the fact that ZD systems can be considered
as 1-D systems over a principal ideal domain.

I. INTRODUCTION

A linear, discrete-time, constant system Z over an integral domain R is
given by a finitely generated torsion-free R-module X and a quadruplet
(A,B,C, D) of R-homomorphisms where A: X--fX, B: R“ + X, C:
X-, RP, and D: R” + RP. The system equations are given by

= Cx, Du, (1)

where xk (state at kth instant) is in X, uk (input at kth instant) is in R“,
and yk (output at kth instant) is ip RP. Such a system Z is said to be a
realization of the infinite sequencefk (Fo, Fl, F2 ,; . .) of p X m R-matrices
if Fo = D and 6 = CAi ~' B, i > 0, in which casefis termed as the impulse
response of Z (see [I], [2]).

If we represent the sequence j as ~(z) = F,+ -I + ~,z -2 +
(to be considered as ap X m matrix with entries as formal power series),
then it is well known [3] that f is realizable as Z (in the abovementioned
sense) if and only if F(z) is a proper rational matrix [Le., each entry is a
rational function a (z )b - ' ( z ) with b(z) monic and degb(z)> dega(z)].

If Xis a free module then A, B, C, D can be represented as R-matrices,
in which case Z is said to be a free realization of/. It has been shown [11
that if R is not a principal ideal domain (p.i.d. for short) then X may not
be free. In what follows we will be interested only in free realizations, and
therefore we will assume R to be a p.i.d. Another motivation for assuming
R to be a p.i.d. is that Eising [4] has shown that 2-D systems (linear
systems with two time parameters) can be I-D linear systems (ie., Z
defined as above) over a p.i.d. Therefore, this paper is addressed to 2-D
systems as well.

Consider Z (free) as given by (1). The transfer matrix of Z is given by
GE = C[zl- A] ' B + D and is equal to F(z) = ~ , . oF;z -'. Hereafter we
will use Gx in place of F(z) also, assuming that no confusion is caused.

Conceptually, the inverse of a system Z implies another system Z such
that if. the output of X is fed into 2 then the output of 5 is the input of Z.
This Z would be an instantaneous inverse of Z, but in general it is no!
possible to invert a system instantaneously. Ln gener-al, we look for a Z
such that the input to 2 is available at the output of Z after a delay of IM
units of time. Such .a Z is called an M-delay inverse of Z. Therefore, we
have the following.

Definition: Z is said to be M-delay invertible if (uo, uI: . ’ , u k ) is
uniquely determined from (y

o, y,; . -,J, + ,~) for all k = 0,1,2, . . . .
In terms of the impulse response or transfer matrix GE we equivalently

have (see [SI, [$I) the following.
Definition: Z is said to be an M-delay inverse of X if

Cj-Cs = z " \ (2)

where ImZ is the m X m identity matrix.
The least M satisfying (2) is called the inherent delay of E, and if M = 0

we have X as the instantaneous inverse. Obviously, p> mor otherwise no
inverse exists.

For the I-D me when R is a field the problem has been extensively
studied [5]-[7] and various applications have been discussed. For the 2-D
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case inversion has been solved for only the scalar case [SI. and applica-
tions which are largely in the area of image processing are given in [4]. [9].
[IO].

11. IMFULSE RESPONSE INTERSION

In hs section we mill give the essential results starting with the
following.

Theorem 2.1: Z has an M-delay inverse if and only if there exist m X p
R-matrices KO. K , . ..,K,+, such that E!=oK,5 -, = 0.j = 0. I. . ..M - I.
and El ln^, -^ _,- = /„,.

Proofc
a) .Vecexsi[v: Let Q = x , a o Q , z - ' be an M-delay left inverse of G,.

Then the necessity tri\<ally follows from the product Q.G, (Q,'s can be
taken as K,'s).

b) Sufjiicierfcv: Given that such K,. i = 0. I;...44 exist we have (by
long multiplication)

M

YJK,z--ZF,z-^z--lJP,z-' = z---P

Fig. I

Proof.. If either of the two conditions is violated, then as is clear from
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, no inverse exists for any !M > 0. On the other hand.
if therc is an R-matrjx K such that KFu = I",. then by Lemma 2.1
qn,( F,) = R. And if KF, = 0. I > 0 then the free !-module generated by
the columns of [PI . . . FM] falls in the Kernel of K and since the nonzero
elements of the free R-module generated by the columns of Fo fall outside
the Kernel of K. we have that those two modules intersect trivially. This
completes the theorem.

where

Po=I,, and
M

J=O

Since P,, i > 0 are m X m R-matrices P is an element of the ring R"'x"'
[ [z - ' I ] (the ring of formal power series over RntX"'). Also, since Po = /„,
we have P is a unit in Rnixm[[z- ' ]] (see [I ll). or in other words. P - '
exists and is itself a formal power series over R"""'. Therefore. P '•
E ; 1 0 ^ / z ' c a n be taken as Gg if it is realizable. This part is trivial since

i>0

which, using the fact that F; = CA''B (i > 0) and simple manipulation,
comes to P~ ' = [/„, + CM{zI - A) ~ XB] "' where CM ~Z?L0K,CAM'
and. hence. can be realized as in Fig. I. Therefore. Gi = P ~ '.x.''r=OKI- ~'
is an ,Wdelay inverse of GP (the second part is trivially realizable as a
feed-fomard circuit). It is interesting to note that the structure is similar
to the one obtained by Massey and Sain [6] for the case R = field. Ths
completes the theorem.

111. COWTITATION OF KO.K,: . ..K,,

Let us denote the m X(M + I)p R-matrix [K,+,K,- I . . . KO] by k and
the (M 7 I)p X m R-matrices [O" FI .. . F&

-,] 0' denotes the Aong col-
umn of p X m block null matrices and the prime denotes the transpose) by
Fj, / = 0. I : • . •, M. Then theorem 2.1 implies that for an !M-delay inverse
KFo = I, and KF, = O. i = l : ...M.

Lemma 2.1: Fo has a left R-inverse if and only if 6,( i o ) = R (the ideal
generated by m-minors of F,).

Proofc See [12]. Also. the inverse can be computed using the in-
variant factor decomposition theorem [13. Appendix IOA].

Lemma 2.2: Z has an M-delay inverse only if the freq R-modules
generated by the columns of Fo and the columns of [F, . . . F,%,] intersect
trivially.

Proot Suppose that a nonzerc R-vector exists in the intersection.
Then it easily follows that both the all-zero sequence and a nonzero
sequence, when applied at the input of Z. give an all-zero sequence at the
output. Therefore, Z cannot have any M-delay inverse.

We now have the following.
Theorem 2.3: Z has an M delay inverse if and qnly if $,,,( F,) = R and

the free R:modules generated by the columns of F, and the columns of
[FlF2 . . • FM\ intersect trivially (this is equivalent to the condition that
rank [FQFX • • • FM} = m - r a n k [F^F2 • • • FM]).

rv. CONCLUSION

In [4] it was shown that if R is a p.i.d. then (I) serves as the first-level
realization model of a 2-D system. Therefore. our inversion method can
give an inverse of a 2-D system nith delay in one direction. Similarly. an
inverse in the other direction can be obtained. If both exist. an inverse in
both directions (Le.. along both coordinates of the indexing set of a 2-D
system) can be obtained. Delaydifferential systems [2] are another area of
application.
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On the Structure of Balanced and Other Principal
Representations of SISO Systems

K. V. FERNANDO AND H. NICHOLSON

Abstract —A new matrix Wco which can be considered as a cross-Gramian
matrix which contains information about both controllability and observ-
ability is defined for single-input, single-output, linear systems. Using this
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